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INTROVERTS ANONYMOUS
The boy who lived (cautiously)
By Ric Sanchez

I remember when first reading the Harry Potter books the most exciting part of the wizarding world, for me, was the Sorting Hat. Upon entering Hogwarts, an old talking hat placed students, based on deeply personal traits and experiences, into houses with others of similar character.
Earlier this week, a friend sent me a “human typology” test, based on
Carl Jung’s and Isabel Briggs Meyers well-known personality analyses.
This 72-question quiz spits out a four-letter acronym that aims to define
every thought, feeling and motivation you’ve ever had and will have. And
it was spot on.
My four-letter acronym was INTJ: Introvert (89 percent), iNtuitive (25
percent), Thinking (25 percent) and Judging (56 percent) — or, as they put
it, “The Scientist.”
Other than helping me find my rap name, the quiz (humanmetrics.
com, if you are interested in taking it) was fascinating in terms of self-definition — which, according to the test, is apparently a big deal for INTJs.
Upon receiving my acronym, I was directed to a thousand-word portrait
of how I probably react in certain situations and why. As someone who
has spent a majority of his life observing people from the periphery —
watching, analyzing, avoiding the loud Bible-thumping dude by the library — finding a composite of (supposedly) every personality type is like
real-life Sorting Hat. No longer do I need to spend time with people to
understand all of their mental and emotional intricacies. I just need them
to tell me their four letters!
Coincidentally, the same day, another friend sent me an article from
the Huffington Post in which a slew of psychologists interviewed artists,
from rockers to comedians, and found that the more creative the person,
the more complex his or her personality is. This seems like a no-brainer: Creative people are weird. (Hell, the example they chose was Michael
Jackson.) But a deeper look into the study shows that personality variability is often on polar-opposite ends of the spectrum (i.e. Michael Jackson’s
electric stage presence was juxtaposed by a crippling fear of singing privately to his producer). This can’t be true only for creatives. Much like the
King of Pop himself, things aren’t completely black or white.
Curious about my obsession of self-definition, I — albeit ironically —
consulted the personality portrait.
According to the profile, introverts (INTJs, specifically) crave conclusions. We observe to analyze, and because of that, we seek to organize.
As people who tend to avoid social interaction, introverts analyze the
social interactions around us, as well as the few we get roped into (damn
baristas). Definition helps organize the uncomfortable situations we find
ourselves in — small talk, large crowds, etc. Unfortunately for us, the
world can’t be sorted.
As much as I’d like to think we could all be defined by four letters, I
know that’s not the case. We’ve all experienced different trauma and joys
that have molded us. The only way to truly understand someone is to
break out of your shell and get to know them. Hey, Harry had to bargain
his way out of Slytherin into Gryffindor.
I have to say, it was nice reading that personality portrait: a giant
definition, your entire life before you. Owning a map to people’s lives —
therefore knowing how to interact with them — is a dream I’ll never fully
shake, but a true Sorting Hat is something best left to fiction.
Ravenclaw for life.
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Big ups to all these new eateries and such around town.
It’s a sure sign the economy is
rebounding, right up until the
ever-thinning spread of cash
brings it back down to a dribble. Science!
Backhands to the death
of famed movie critic Roger Ebert. Who will fill those
powerful thumbs now? Who
can we charge with the noble
duty of preventing movies
that start with COMING THIS
SUMMER: ROB SCHNEIDER
STARS IN …

U
P
S

BACK
H A N D S

Big ups to that inebriated
man who had to be rescued
from the Clark Fork this week.
He tested the water for the rest
of us — it is not, in fact, floating
season yet.
Backhands to trouble on
Cyberbear due to planning for
budget cuts. Don’t they know at
the end of hibernation season
that if the bear’s hungry (for
classes) it’s gonna eat!?

Big ups to the Montana Legislature for realizing that gay
sex and bestiality are not in the
same class of, well, anything.
But now it’s time for more
pressing matters: legalizing
bestiality.
Backhands to nostalgia for
the ’90s. Dudes, there were
no cell phones, let alone touch
phones and drones and new
nuclear threats and population
peaks and water shortages …
Actually yeah. Viva the ’90s
and long live the Spice Girls.

got news for you. Please send any news tips, ideas
GOT NEWS? We’ve
and press releases to EDITOR@MONTANAKAIMIN.COM.

ricardo.sanchez@umontana.edu
@rcsanchez93
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Don’t pity the fool

It’s been said the headliner likes to party hard
Christopher Allen
Montana Kaimin
KBGA’s Fool’s Night Out is
developing its reputation as
a party with the capability of
bringing insnow-melting music. Japanese psych-rockers
Acid Mothers Temple & the
Melting Paraiso U.F.O. — yes,
that’s their name and it’s awesome — blasted a set that simultaneously melted minds
and faces into a pool on the
boot-scraped floor of the Badlander back in 2011. This year,
our local college radio enlisted

the help of Andrew W.K. — the
most famous party-prophet
musician in the land.
Bill Shakespeare would often utilize the role of a ‘fool’
in his plays, not only for entertainment purposes, but to intermittently provide serendipitous gems of wisdom wrapped
in amusing packages. W.K.
gems take the form of Internet
memes, but are simple yet effective reminders to party no
matter what kind of bullshit we
happen to be dealing with at
any given moment.
Mention of W.K. usually in-

vokes the famous cover of his
breakthrough album “I Get
Wet,” which features a stark
image of W.K. with a copious amount of blood gushing
down his nose and throat as
the result of self-inflicted brick
to the nose and a little animal
blood. The mega single “Party
Hard” should come to mind.
But the party prophet motif
often overshadows the eclectic
amount of work W.K. has done
as a producer, mixer, and owner of his own label, Skyscraper
Records. Not to mention the
ringtones he’s written for the

Japanese market, of course.
After cannonballing a party
tsunami off the coast of New
York in 2002, he has ridden
the wave ever since, inevitably
landing stints as a Taco Bell
spokesman and, most appropriately, the face (and hand?) of
Playtex wipes. The singer was
almost selected as the U.S. cultural ambassador to the Middle
East country of Bahrain, before
the state department nixed it at
the last second.
Whatever you think of his
music or endorsements, they
belie a certain level of intelligence and self-awareness that
has always swirled at the bottom of his party pool. And considering the fact that his set will
consist solely of his impressive
stage presence and a keyboard,
think of his performance more
in terms of entertainment value and words of party wisdom
rather than an overwhelming

musical experience.
Fool’s Night Out will also
feature three openers strapped
and tuned to provide support
for the W. K. solo set. Fans of
post-hardcore and pop-punk
— the east coast scene in particular — should find something
to make their throats a little
raspy the next morning.
Polar Bear Club hails from
various cities in New York state,
and will stop into Missoula in
the midst of their tour with Bad
Religion and Against Me!
The Budgets will make the
long trip west from Billings to
offer their own version of punk,
as well as locals The Whoopass
Girls.
Remember, if somebody
pulls out a brick and wants to
get wet, better keep your head
down, fools.

christopher.allen@umontana.edu
@ChrisBrianAllen
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Alum plays free show at The Top Hat

Riley Pavelich
Montana Kaimin
While Eric Tollefson pursued
a degree in finance from the
University of Montana, he never
dreamed that one day he would
record an album at Haunted
Hollow, Dave Mathews’ personal recording studio.
“I took some music classes while I was in the business
school, but it didn’t really work
out for me,” Tollefson said. “It almost convinced me I didn’t have
what it takes.”
Tollefson returns like the
prodigal son to his alma mater
for a free show at the Top Hat
on Friday night at 9 p.m. He has
toured with the likes of G Love
and Special Sauce, Robert Randolph and the Family Band and
Ray LaMontagne.
After graduating in 2006, the

Juneau, Alaska, native began his
professional life as a stockbroker, but quickly realized he was
in the wrong place.
“I encountered a world
that was all about money and
seemed really shallow,” he said.
From this moment of reckoning, Tollefson decided to devote
his energies to writing, playing,
singing and producing music. His first album of all original compilations, “The Sum of
Parts,” was released in 2009
to positive reviews. Already,
Tollefson has turned a critical
eye to his past success and challenged himself to write better
songs.
“How do you make someone
fall in love with a song for their
own purposes and in their own
lives?” Tollefson asked. “Songwriters are becoming more creative with production, so I’m

going to pull out all the stops for
this next album.”
In his second album, “The of
Polar Ends,” released in April
last year, Tollefson sought collaborations with national musicians to make an album that
sounded more professional and
diverse. He used two producers to ensure the integrity of his
rough and soft sounds.
“My albums aren’t genrespecific. Typically songwriter
records don’t show that much
rock ‘n’ roll, that much distortion, but I like those sounds,” he
said. “‘Polar Ends’ was named
because it captures everything I
can do as a songwriter, from one
end to the other.”
Tollefson’s sound oscillates
between sweet and soft to
bluesy jams heavy on horns, but

raw emotion runs throughout
his music. When he was a student at UM, Tollefson played
Sean Kelley’s open mic night, occasionally at the Badlander, and
one show at the Top Hat.
Beau Wurster has seen
Tollefson’s career unfold in the
past five years.
“He has always been one of
my favorite musicians,” said
Wurster, event coordinator at
Sean Kelly’s. “I’ve been lucky
enough to watch his career as
both a fan and a friend, and to
see how far he has come even in
the past few years is so impressive, but not surprising in the
least.”
The Top Hat contacted
Tollefson and offered to cover
his expenses so the show could
be free to the public. Talent buy-

er for the venue Tracy Lopez
said they wanted to offer the
show for free so more people
could appreciate his music and
talent.
“I’m expecting people with a
good sense of humor and people
that enjoy connecting with the
musician,” Lopez said.
Although Tollefson’s career
got too big to stay in Missoula,
his love for the area lives on.
Missoula-philes will recognize
the beloved green room of the
old Top Hat covered in band signatures in Tollefson’s music video for his single “Whose Love.”
“Missoula to me was such
a transition period in my life,”
he said. “I’m so grateful for it. I
don’t know where I’d be without
that place.”
riley.pavelich@umconnect.umt.edu

Photo courtesy of Todd Hobert
Eric Tollefson plays the Top Hat tonight for free at 9p.m. 21 and over.
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CAMPUS

CARRYING THE TORCH
The poetry of the beats comes to campus

Eben Wragge-Keller
Montana Kaimin
Language is poetry. All languages carry with them an inherent beauty in their words.
Yes, even German.
Friday at 7 p.m., famed poet
Alice Notley will host a reading in the Dell Brown Room of
Turner Hall.
The self-proclaimed ‘hermit’ has published more than
30 books of poetry and was a
Pulitzer finalist for her book
“Mysteries of Small Houses.”
Notley started writing fiction while attending school at
the University of Iowa in the
1960s. Upon meeting young poets, Notley said she began embracing her natural talent and
became a narrative poet.
“It had never occurred to
me there were live poets. I met
young men that were writing
poems, and they seemed kind
of dumb to me,” Notley said.
“But there was something
about writing a poem that was
like being involved with a piece
of music, and that appealed to
me.”
Long before publishing anything, she kept her poetry fairly private and only showed her
writing to future husband Ted
Berrigan, who was a professor at Iowa at the time. Over
the years — before they were

married — she and Berrigan
shared their work with one another, developing a relationship
based upon a shared art form.
While staying with Berrigan in Michigan, Notley made
friends with one of the most
legendary beat poets, Allen
Ginsberg.
“I was staying with Ted in
Ann Arbor in this guest house,
and I came out of the bathroom,
out of the shower, one day,
wearing underwear and a shirt,
and Ted said, ‘This is a test of
your aplomb, I would like you
to meet Allen Ginsberg,’ and
there he was.”
After Berrigan’s death in
1983, Notley formed a similar
relationship with British poet
Douglas Oliver. She said her
close relationships with poets
inspired confidence and developed her skill, and that she
wasn’t afraid to be bad in front
of them.
Notley said she could no longer see New York — where she
had been living — the way she
once did as a result of multiple
family deaths, including Berrigan’s. She struggled to write.
Upon meeting Oliver, Notley
moved to Paris, where she has
lived for the last 20 years.
Poetry is one of the oldest
literary forms, even older than
prose fiction. Stories were originally told in poetry, one of the

more beautiful and natural arrangements of language. But
much like classical music, it
requires a certain unteachable
talent in addition to years of
study.
Years ago, Notley published
a book called “In The Pines,”
which she wrote primarily
while being treated for hepatitis C, unsure if she would survive. During this time, her son
sent her mixtapes of old blues
music, which acted as inspiration. The title of the book references the famous Leadbelly
song, “Where Did You Sleep
Last Night.”
Andrew Whiteman, of Broken Social Scene, and his wife
Ariel Engle recorded an album
under the moniker “AroarA,”
which is based on Notley’s
book. The songs are based on
selections from the book, making Notley the primary lyricist.
The album was a welcome
surprise to Notley, who is producing more work than she can
handle.
“I’m writing really good
work now and I don’t know
what to do with it. I don’t know
how to get it all published,” she
said. “If you publish more than
one book every two years it
disappears — no one pays any
attention to you. This world
doesn’t like poetry.”
eben.wragge-keller@umontana.edu

Austin Smith/Montana Kaimin
Renowned poet Alice Notley collaborates with a group of fine arts
students during a poetry workshop Thursday morning. A handful of the
students also traveled with Notley to a labyrinth in the Bitterroot Valley
earlier this week, sharing what one of them described as “a profound
experience.”

“Jack would speak through the
imperfect medium of alice”
I began as a drunkard & ended as a child
I began as an ordinary cruel lover & ended as a boy who
read radiant newsprint
I began physically embarrassing—“bloated”—&
ended as a perfect black-haired lady
I began unnaturally subservient to my mother &
ended in the crib of her goldenness
I began in a fatal hemorrhage & ended in a
tiny love’s body perfect smallest one
(Excerpt reprinted with permission)

Lobbying
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a student perspective
A
Photos by Sam Wilson

By Jackson Bolstad

s the rays of sun peek over
the mountains, striking the
outside of Montana’s Capitol, four floors of legislators
shuffle through the halls to committee hearings, meetings and
their offices. The hushed conversations of hundreds of lobbyists
throughout the Capitol reverberate off the walls where legislators

sit discussing and deciding Montana’s future.
Asa Hohman, the Associated Students of the University of
Montana student lobbyist, works
through the mass of politicians,
scheduling meetings, attending
committee hearings and answering questions about what UM students want.

UM

“I kind of equate it to professional stalking,” Hohman said.
“I have to bug people to sit down
and chat with me and have any
kind of meaningful conversation,
so it’s a lot of hammering them
into submission before they’ll talk
to me.”
Hohman has been at the capital
in Helena for 66 days, and already

Students from universities around Montana watch the Montana House of Representatives during a house session on Thursday, March 7, 2013.

he’s made his mark.
In the political process, lobbyists provide a vital service for legislators and the public, said Robert
Saldin, associate professor of political science at UM. Lobbying
has been a part of the political process, in one form or another, since
the United States began.
Our system of government

Montana Kaimin
Friday, April 12, 2013
allows individual citizens, groups,
organizations and corporations to
petition legislators on any issue,
Saldin said. It can be as simple as
writing a letter or making a phone
call, he said.
“Lobbying is, whether it’s professional or not professional, an
attempt to convince our elected
officials to vote in a certain way,
to persuade them to vote for or
against a particular issue,” Saldin
said.
Taking his first steps into the
House of Representatives gallery
as the ASUM lobbyist on Jan. 7,
Hohman looked over the metal
railing at the 100 representatives
that stood below, finishing their
oath of office. After sitting in their
historic red padded chairs, representatives’ and Hohman’s attention turned to the wooden podium at the front of the chamber
for the first reading of House Bill
2 — the state’s budget bill.
The state budget bill’s almost $9
billion covers the cost of Montana’s
education, health care system, corrections facilities and much more.
UM’s operating budget comes
from the money it receives from
the state budget bill.
At the edge of his seat, surrounded by dozens of other lobbyists and Montana citizens,
Hohman heard representatives
assign the state budget bill to the
appropriations committee and
education sub-committees. Exiting the gallery, Hohman formed a
mental list of the people he needed to meet, information to gather
and emails to send. It was his
first day on the job; he had barely
settled into his office and his first
bill as a lobbyist was working its
way through the political process
— only 90 days remained in the
session.
he most effective lobbyists
are those who thoroughly
understand the political process and present information
in a compelling and informative
manner, Saldin said. In the end,
legislators make the decisions
and draft the bills, he said, also
noting that it’s still a Legislature
controlled by the people for the
people.
“There is a perception that
(lobbyists) are the real movers
and shakers, that they’re the ones
that really control it all,” Saldin
said. “It’s really easy to get caught
up in conspiracy theories about
connecting the dots.”
Lobbyists have a lot of influence over legislators that only
meet once every two years in
Montana’s biennium system, and
also because of term limits, Saldin
said.
Ensuring that legislators meet
the needs of UM students for a
two-year period is unlike most
states, Hohman said, who meet
every year or even continuously.

T
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Asa Hohman checks his email during a lull in another busy day at the Montana State Capitol building in Helena on Thursday, March 7, 2013.

The turnover of legislators makes
students’ perspectives, like those
at UM, even more important for
legislators.
In Helena, Hohman represents not only UM but also its affiliate schools and the Montana
University System. Hohman has
no money to entice legislators to
meet, little compensation and still
attends school at UM.
“I’m not over there spending

Johnston, lobbyist for the Montana University System. They,
many times, are more familiar
with bills because they have dealt
with them before.
“The longer you’re a lobbyist,
the more legislators you know.
They rely on you for information
if they have a question,” Johnston
said. “They will seek you out and
ask for material and information.”
The Montana University Sys-

“ I kind of equate it to

professional stalking.”
-Asa Hohman

money. I’m not over there buying
votes. But I am over there letting
those folks know how students
think about things, letting them
know how 47,000 of their constituents feel on any given matter,” Hohman said. “You have to
get very creative with your techniques because I can’t buy every
legislator dinner. I can’t incentivize their talking to me by bringing them coffee and doughnuts.”
Montana’s term limits and
high turnover in the House and
Senate leave lobbyists with the experience and knowledge, said Bill

tem has almost seven pages of
bills each session, so student lobbyists play an important part
in the lobbying process for the
MUS, Johnston said. Student lobbyists can make some great connections with legislators because
they aren’t really professionals, so
legislators may be willing to work
more with them, he said.
espite working alongside
MUS and Johnston, Hohman
said ASUM and other student lobbyists from across
the state are autonomous and
receive direction from their own

D

student governments.
“There are times when the
university system is going to be
supporting something that the
students don’t support or they’re
going to be coming at from a
different viewpoint than the students,” Hohman said.
Lobbying for higher education isn’t like any regular 9-5 job,
Johnston said. Millions of dollars are on the line, so even if you
don’t have anything to do, you’re
always nosing around, he said.
“We ask the student lobbyists
to work alongside (MUS), and
they get assigned a bill, Johnston
said. “They have to read the bill,”
understand the bill and have to
watch it.”
Besides the state’s budget bill,
Hohman for some time has lobbied a bill to increase the wages
of state employees and a bill to
provide funds for building the
Missoula College. Hohman has
also lobbied for many other bills
alongside MUS, dealing with
things like same-day voter registration and gender discrimination.
Johnston said Hohman has
learned a lot in his three-and-ahalf months he has been a lobbyist. The hardest part is networking,
Johnston said. When you meet a
legislator, you have to remember
their name, their party, whether
they’re a representative or a senator, are they new to the legislature
or been here for awhile, how they
voted on a certain bill last session
that you’re tracking and you have

to follow up with them all the
time, Johnston said.
“You’re always right there,
stopping them in the hallway,
asking them what’s going on,
what’s moving, how their day
looks, what’s worrying them,”
Johnston said. “When you communicate, it’s what you know, the
information you have and how
quickly you share it with the right
people.”
Hohman begins his day at
about 6:30 a.m., getting to the Capitol around 7:30 to greet legislators.
From 8 to 10 a.m., Hohman goes
to committee hearings to testify
and listen to legislators. He then
has a meeting with Johnston, the
other MUS student lobbyists and
the office of the commissioner of
higher education on upcoming
bills pertinent to UM and MUS.
In the afternoon, Hohman
talks with legislators before they
leave the senate or house floors
and head to committee meetings.
He spends the rest of the afternoon and many evenings contacting student groups, letting people
know what’s going on, and meeting with legislators.
“I contact the youth caucus, I
contact Forward Montana, I contact College Republicans, I contact
folks back here to let them know
what’s going on, what’s happening,” Hohman said. “I spend a
lot of time logging onto Facebook
trying to get information out to
students at UM.”

Continued on next page
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large part of Hohman’s
family tradition lies at UM;
it’s where his parents went
and it’s something that he
deeply cares about. As a junior
double majoring in political science and business management,
Hohman has learned a lot about
UM’s students and Missoula
through his involvement as a
senator for ASUM, a member
of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity
and as president of the Montana
Home Brewers Association.
“It’s something that I actually
care about, and I really do, on a
deep level, care about the students here and their well being,”
Hohman said. “The pay could
be nothing and I’d still be motivated to do it. I just want somebody over there that I trust, and
there’s nobody I trust more than
myself.”
Getting an early start after
elections in November, Hohman
spent nearly two months on
the road introducing himself to
newly elected legislators and incumbents before the legislative
session even began.
“I’d spend a week in Kalispell,
a week in Great Falls. I’d do what
I could and meet with all these
professionals outside of Helena to cultivate relationships,”
Hohman said. “It allowed me to
get a taste for (lobbying) before
jumping into the legislative session.”
The first few weeks of the session, and Hohman’s life, flew by
in a blur. Under the gaze of seven
representatives from across the
state, spanning party lines and
from both legislative chambers,
Hohman testified on the state
budget bill before the House’s

sub-committee on education.
The state budget bill had almost eliminated Hohman’s social and family life the first few
weeks of the Legislature. It’s a
really steep learning curve and a
person feels out of control at first,
he said. Any family or social life
you have is non-existent.
“It’s a real strain to do what I
do over there well and commit
all my energy to that, and at the
same time have a healthy personal life, have a healthy social life,”
Hohman said.
In the middle of lobbying the
state budget bill, under enormous pressure, Hohman’s life
came to a screeching halt.
While traveling home from
work, Corwin, Hohman’s oldest
brother, hit a patch of ice on the
Reserve Street bridge, which sent
his vehicle into an uncontrollable
spin. The minivan Corwin drove
was hit by a full sized Ford pickup in the other lane.
“My brother passed away
January 13, and that was a big
shock,” Hohman said. “I was in
the thick of lobbying, two weeks
into the session, really starting to
get my stride and then got hammered by that personal tragedy.”
Hohman, who happened to
be in Missoula the day of the
accident, received a frantic text
from his mother telling him Corwin had been in an accident.
“I rushed to the hospital
and (Corwin) was still alive at
that point, but unconscious,”
Hohman said. “He was dying.
He had suffered massive brain
trauma, broke his femur, and his
arm, had a broken jaw, and his
head was just massive trauma.
Me and my older brother (Ari)

Asa Hohman speaks to a university students from around Montana in the
rotunda of the Capitol building in Helena during Student Day at the Capitol
on Thursday.

Hohman waits for students from the University of Montana to enter the state Capitol building in Helena during
Student Day on Thursday, March 7, 2013.

were the first ones there and we
sat there until he passed away.”
Still under enormous pressure from the state budget bill,
Hohman mourned the loss of his
brother. Corwin was the second
family member in 12 years to die,
Hohman said, speaking of his
father. That previous loss helped
him cope a lot more than most
people.
“I had a different way of approaching it that I think was
unique,” Hohman said. “Emotionally, I’m in an incredibly
healthy spot with everything,
so it makes lobbying pretty easy
and it’s really given me a way to
focus in.”
Hohman took only one week
off after his brother’s accident
before heading back to Helena.
With tons of emails and phone
calls to make, and meetings to
schedule for the state budget bill,
along with lobbying multiple
other bills, Hohman had to play
catch up with legislators.
“When you’re a young man
just thrown into the dragon’s den
and really trying to make things
work, it can be difficult,” he said.
The support from family and
friends helped Hohman build
himself back up to the point
where he could go back to Helena. When a bill fails, after putting
in countless hours, you have to
just pick up the pieces and move
on, Hohman said.
“You can’t just pack your bags
and say, ‘forget about it, Montana, we’re not going to pass
these progressive policies,’” he
said. “You have to figure out
what went wrong and fix it for
the next time.”
The quick pace in Helena has
also kept Hohman from thinking
too much about the accident, he
said. Your job depends on maintaining a positive headspace and

not holding a chip on your shoulder, he said.
“I’ve probably been more effective at lobbying than I might
have been otherwise because
right now it’s very healthy for me
to throw myself into lobbying
head first and really delve into
that, so I’m not sitting around
focusing on the loss and the trauma,” Hohman said.

part of our representatives in the
House,” Hohman said. “People
came out of the woodwork to testify on the need for it.”
Forming relationships with
not only legislators with common ideologies, but also with legislators who don’t share his same
political ideology, is vital, he said.
Rep. Bryce Bennett, D-Missoula,
agrees. Building a foundation

y do on a deep level
“ Icarereallabout
the students

”

and their well-being.

A

fter nearly two months,
spending countless hours
working with legislators,
making hundreds of phone
calls and emails and many trips
between Missoula and Helena,
the budget bill cleared the House
Appropriations Committee.
Before the House’s 100 representatives, who span a state
of 146,316 square miles, representing metropolises of roughly
105,000 to towns so isolated the
closest grocery store is 70 miles
away, the budget bill passed first
reading with a megalithic 100
votes in favor. Never in the history of Montana has the budget
bill passed second reading 100-0,
Hohman said. With a vote of 97-0
on third reading, the bill was
sent to the Senate chambers on
March 19.
“It really showed incredible
bipartisan leadership on the

-Asa Hohman

on trust and information is pertinent for any legislator, he said.
“In some ways, lobbyists have
been up here at the Capitol lobbying for decades and they have
a lot of the institutional knowledge,” Bennett said. Each individual lobbyist brings something
different to the table.
Some lobbyists never take
the initiative to get to know legislators, Bennett said. The come
into committee hearings, say
their two cents and then head
off. They never take the time to
develop a relationship, and then
can get testy with legislators
when they won’t make time for
them, he said.
“Our time is limited, and unfortunately we don’t always have
the capacity to give everyone the
wealth of time they need,” Bennett said.
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F

irst term representative
Daniel Zolnikov, R-Billings, said in Helena it’s a lot
about your record and what
you accomplish in the time you
have. With highly contentious
bills, like the state budget bill,
many lobbyists pull the election
card on legislators to get them
to vote in a certain way, he said.
“Certain lobbyists will testify and say, ‘This could affect
your future record and ability
to get elected,’” Zolnikov said.
“A lot of it will be let go in the
end, but bigger issues is when
the ball really comes into play.”
Many legislators also rely on
lobbyists because of their experience and knowledge of the
legislature, Zolnikov said. Term
limits have changed the way we
work with interest groups —
without term limits, legislators
were treated with more respect
and given straight answers, Zolnikov said.
“It seems that it’s for short
term, because next time I might
not even be here and in three
terms I really won’t be here,” he
said.
The issues are what legislators were elected for, not the interests of groups, Zolnikov said.
He said citizens are the people
who have a vested interest in
issues and bring a bigger picture to the table for legislators to
work with.
“(Constituents’) opinions on
it are right on when there is an
issue, and it’s easy to overly rely
on lobbyists and not get the full
story and overlook the issue,”
Zolnikov said. “We overreact
just because it’s the group saying something and not the issue
on hand.”
Students
lobbyists
like
Hohman are still professional
despite the title, Zolnikov said.
They still get paid to come to
Helena and lobby their interest’s position.

Asa Hohman shakes hands with Rep. Bryce Bennett, D- Missoula, in the Montana State Capitol building in Helena on Thursday. Much of Hohman’s time
in Helena is spent meeting with legislators from around the state.

“I ran on principles and not
for interests,” he said. “When
issues come up, I don’t adjust them for lobbyists I don’t
change.”
Bennett said Hohman is a
great advocate for the students
of UM. Hohman has a way of
really making students’ perspectives clear and tangible for
legislators, he said. Many times
the less polished a lobbyist is,
the more effective he is in reaching legislators, he said.
“It’s easy for folks here to
overlook existing lobbyists all
the time. We feel like we know
their message,” Bennett said.
“When there’s a new face on the
scene with new things to say, it

perks people’s attentions.”
Hohman represents the
students of the University of
Montana, which makes up a
significant portion of Bennett’s
legislative district. Students
make up a huge majority in
Montana and their voices are
important to legislators, he said.
“It’s not something that’s
easy to do, to connect with
students,” Bennett said. “The
issues that matter from someone who’s retired and someone
who’s a student are very different, and we need to have that
representation of what matters
to people as a state.”

A

SUM and its Student Political Action Committee determine Hohman’s political priorities. ASUM votes
on its political agenda at its regular meetings throughout the
legislative session as bills are introduced. ASUM typically votes
to support bills that impact the
student body of Montana and
not just UM, Hohman said.
When bills come up that
ASUM hasn’t recognized in its
political agenda, the Student Political Action Committee steps
in to give direction for Hohman.
The SPAC engages UM students
in both local and national issues, SPAC director Aaron Curtis said.
“There is so many pieces of
legislation that get proposed
every session because there is a
two year wait basically, so they
just get slammed with so much
stuff to consider,” Curtis said.
“If we didn’t have student representation in Helena, there are
many, many bills that would get
overlooked that would be very
beneficial or harmful to student
interests.”
The SPA committee is made
up of 13 ASUM senators and
students-at-large, who meet
once a week and make decisions
on upcoming bills. The com-

mittee is also bipartisan, Curtis
said. Hohman plays a huge part
in keeping ASUM and SPAC informed on legislative bills and
getting UM’s voice heard.
“Keeping so many pieces of
legislation straight, where different legislators stand on different issues and what’s important to legislators when talking
with them, is really important,”
Curtis said. “Hohman is really
good about keeping that whole
network and web straight.”
Montana’s senators file out of
the chambers through the large
wooden doors, into a throng of
lobbyists waiting in the hallway. Hohman talks with many
of the senators who pass as
he enters the Senate chamber.
With the first reading of the
budget bill on the Senate floor
done, Hohman begins the process once more. It’s the same
scenario just with a different
legislative body — new people
to track down and hundreds of
calls and emails to make — only
25 days remain till the close of
the 64th Montana legislative
session. Only 25 days to get the
budget bill through the senate.
jackson.bolstad@umontana.edu
@JaxBolstad
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Fewer course sections to be offered in the fall

Brett Berntsen
Montana Kaimin
Students registering for
classes this week were confronted by a foreboding message on Cyberbear: “A few
courses are experiencing higher than normal demand.” The
notice addresses an inconvenient yet realistic scenario: In
light of looming budget cuts
and drops in enrollment, fewer classes will be offered next
year at the University of Montana.
“If you think about it, if our
number of students has decreased, the number of courses
should decrease as well,” Jenny
McNulty, associate dean at the
College of Arts and Sciences,
said. “It shouldn’t change anything, right?”
This, quite literally, is the
million-dollar question.
With departments pinching
pennies and possibly laying off
professors, it’s clear that certain
classes will need to consolidate
or even be outright eliminated. McNulty said any curriculum adjustments around campus will take into account the
needs of students and the bud-

get stipulations, “hopefully in
that order.”
Specific class cancellations
will hinge on demand, advising director for the CAS, Melanie Hoell, said. For her college,
the largest at UM and provider
of the heaviest general education loads, Hoell said typically
100- and 200-level classes must
have at least 15 students signed
up to be offered. Three-hundred- and 400-level classes
need 10 participants, whereas
graduate level courses require
five.
“What I’ve been noticing is
that because we have fewer students we have less enrollment
for summer classes” she said.
“As far as fall goes ... I haven’t
had students coming to me in a
panic yet saying, ‘Oh my God,
such and such isn’t offered.’”
Registration just opened this
week, though, and perhaps it’s
only a matter of time.
“I’m frustrated beyond belief right now,” Katie DeYott, a
senior studying wildlife biology, said, describing her experience registering for a class she
needs to graduate. DeYott was
told that if enough seats aren’t
filled by Monday, the class

won’t be offered again until
spring 2014.
“(It’s) hard for a lot of seniors,” she said. “I’m worried
about graduating on time.”
Hoell said in past budget
deficit years, when such “worst
case scenarios” happen, departments have generally been
flexible with their stipulations.
“I just don’t think we’re
about the business of keeping
students from graduating in a
timely fashion,” she said.
Despite the faculty’s best efforts, the nuts and bolts of registration paint a sparse picture
for UM students. Along with
recent drops in enrollment,
class pickings have also gotten
slimmer.
According to the Registrar’s
Office, 4,229 total sections were
offered at UM-Missoula in fall
semester 2011. This figure fell
to 4,171 last fall with 4,053 sections ready for fall 2013.
UM isn’t just singing the enrollment blues. State funding
cuts set to take place next fiscal
year could nix as much as $5.5
million from academics, resulting in further abatements.
“I almost thought it was
a mistake in Cyberbear,”

said Janet Zupan, TRiO Student Support Services adviser. “There seem to be fewer
activity courses like yoga,
weight-training and billiards.”
DeYott also noticed this
when registering and said she
was disappointed some of the
“fun” one-credit classes had
disappeared.
“I try and take a physical class every semester,” she
said. “It helps give your brain
a break and you’re still earning
credit for it.”
It turns out they could’ve
been mistaken. Activity classes
now have their own listing in
Cyberbear, rather than being
found under Health and Human Performance.
But HHP chair Scott Richter
said budget cuts may indeed
force his department to eliminate some of the offerings,
which aren’t required for any
majors. Details aren’t available
yet, Richter said.
For Zupan, who largely advises under-privileged students, the impending austerity
measures strike a chord.
“It’s always the most vulnerable,” she said, “who are going
to see some of the first effects
and some of the hardest effects
of budget cuts.”
Zupan said prep classes,
offered through Missoula College to help students develop
the skills necessary to meet
requirements, are another category that seem less abundant at
the moment.
Lynn Stocking, Missoula
College associate dean, said
departments will watch enroll-

ment in prep classes, as with
all others, and look for opportunities to combine sections
lacking numbers.
“I would be out of line right
now to identify a specific number of sections,” she said. “Are
we anticipating some changes?
It would be unrealistic for me
to say no to that.”
Across campus, it’s the same
story. While academic departments will experience hardships, officials contend that
most cutbacks will be absorbed
in-house, impacting students
as little as possible.
At the Office of Student
Success, which contains the
Undergraduate Advising Center, executive director Sharon
O’Hare said this means saving
money by reducing staff perks
like conference trips and keeping vacant positions open longer. Nothing, she said, that will
affect clientele.
“I don’t expect students to
see any changes in services,”
she said.
O’Hare analogized a wedding. If fewer people come
than expected, the planner
must return extra items to the
vendors. Guests still get full
plates, however, and nothing
goes to waste.
But as the weight of registration and finals bear down
on UM students this spring, a
little extra champagne might
come in handy.
“We always have students
that are stressed out,” O’Hare
said. “Are they more stressed
now? We haven’t seen it yet.”
brett.berntsen@umontana.edu
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BASEBALL

Grady Higgins
Montana Kaimin
While most University of
Montana students were on
spring break resting for the
final push of the school year,
the Griz baseball team was
putting in work on the diamond.
UM began the break with
three dominating performances over the University of
Idaho, allowing no runs over
the series while also racking
up 35 combined runs. Griz
manager Ryan Sharkey said
that while the stat sheet indicated an offensive explosion, it
was his squad’s pitching and
defense that drove them to
victory.
“The runs don’t really tell
the whole story because I
thought our bats looked a little
sluggish at times against Idaho,” Sharkey said. “It was all
about the defense. Our pitchers kept good tempos and
stayed ahead (in the count)
and defensively we were very
sound.”
Highlighting the Griz hurlers against Idaho was the performance of Hunter Day, who
tossed a complete-game shut-

Griz baseball looks to remain hot
against MSU and Weber State

out, giving up only one hit
with no walks.
On April 3, UM took down
Montana State University in
decisive fashion, thumping
the Cats 22-9 in Bozeman.
Although they gave up a season-high 9 runs, Sharkey said
he feels confident his team
will be better defensively in
the second Griz-Cat matchup
on Friday in Missoula.
“Since it was spring break
we had a couple of holes to fill
and we had some guys pitching that hadn’t thrown live in
a couple of weeks,” Sharkey
said. “We’re getting all our
guys some time on the mound
in practice this week to prep
for this weekend.”
The Griz tallied 27 hits in
the first game against Bozeman and shortstop Will Cote
said that he and his teammates need to stay hungry
for Friday’s game in order to
reach a similar result.
“Baseball can be a grind, so
we need to stay focused because the worst thing you can
do is get complacent,” Cote
said. “We just need to take every at-bat seriously and know
that you can’t afford to make
too many mistakes.”

Friday’s contest against the
Cats starts a busy weekend for
UM, which also has a threegame slate against Weber State
on Saturday and Sunday. Weber sits at 0-3 on the season,
but all of those losses came
against defending NCBA national champions Utah State.
Sharkey said he expects tough
competition from the Wildcats.
“From what I’ve seen it
looks like Weber played Utah
State pretty tight, so I’m not
expecting to see a lot of runs
coming from either club this
weekend,” Sharkey said.
Although the Wildcats, who
play in the No-Pac’s Southern
division, are a non-league opponent for the Griz, Sharkey
said that this weekend’s series
will be a good test for his team
moving forward.
“I think Weber will give us
a really good look going into
our (divisional series) against
Eastern Washington and Boise
State,” Sharkey said. “I think
it’s really going to be about
defense this weekend, but
we’re going to fire up the bats
this week and hope they can
stay hot like they were against
MSU. If we can get quality

Thom Bridge/Montana Kaimin
University of Montana pitcher Jordan Gitlin throws to Taylor Palmer in
practice at Ogren Park at Allegience Field on Tuesday.

starts out of our three studs
on the mound as well, I think
we have a good chance to keep
our winning streak going.”
UM (6-2, 4-0) has not lost
since the season-opening
tournament in Mesquite, Nev.,
where its only losses came to
USU and No-Pac West power
Western Washington. They
hold a four-game lead in the
No-Pac Northern division, although Boise State and Eastern Washington have yet to
play a league game.
The first pitch of Friday’s
Griz-Cat contest is at 5 p.m.

and the three-game series
against Weber State starts
with a double-header Saturday, with games at 3 and 6
p.m. The final game is on Sunday at 11 a.m. All games will
be played at Ogren Park.
Ogren Park’s parking lot is
under construction, so fans
are asked to park at McCormick Park, which is about one
block away from the stadium
along Cregg Lane. There will
be signs directing fans from
there where to enter the park.
grady.higgins@umontana.edu
@gradyhiggins
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TRACK AND FIELD

Austin Schempp
Montana Kaimin
There have hardly been any
April showers in Missoula this
spring, but the University of Montana track and field teams are making it rain — with qualifications, that
is.
In it’s first two meets, Montana
earned 33 qualifications for the postseason Big Sky Conference Championships on May 8-11. And as any
track and field team knows, more
qualifications means added opportunities to score points and win.
Seventh-year head coach Brian
Schweyen said it was the fastest
start to a season that he’s ever seen
during his tenure as coach.
“Just having weather like this every day that you can train in makes

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility
for advertisements which are placed in
the Kiosk. We urge all readers to use
their best judgement and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying
out any money.

FOR SALE
Sauerkraut and brats! Bring
on the weekend! Uncle
Bill sausages at The Joint
Effort 1919 Brooks St. Let’s
party on!		
HELP WANTED
Summer & Fall Writing
Internships: Are you interested
in elk, wildlife, conservation,
hunting and outdoor adventure?
Want to write for a magazine with
200,000+ circulation, a TV show
seen in 31 million homes and a
website receiving 170,000 hits per
month? Bugle magazine at RMEF
is your ticket. We offer unpaid
internships that give you the
chance to boost both your skills
and resume while writing for
print, broadcast, and the internet.
Email cover letter, resume,

montanakaimin
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a big difference,” Schweyen said on
a sunny Tuesday afternoon at Dornblaser Fields. “It makes training way
better.”
This week, Montana will split its
squad at two meets — the UNLV
Randall Cunningham Invite on Friday in Las Vegas, Nev., and a meet at
Spokane Falls Community College
in Spokane, Wash.
Schweyen said about 30 athletes
who are top 10 or near top 10 in the
conference will compete in Las Vegas, while the rest of the team will
head to Spokane.
The UNLV Invitational will feature the host team, Fresno State, San
Diego and Big Sky Conference foe
Eastern Washington.
Among those competing in Las
Vegas will be redshirt junior Lindsey
Hall, who returns to compete in the

heptathlon for the Montana women’s team Friday. Hall threw a personal best 160-foot-4-inch toss in the
javelin during Montana’s first meet
and also qualified in the 110-meter-hurdles during Montana’s first
meet. A week later, Hall produced a
solid performance, earning another
qualification in the high jump with
a 5-foot-7-inch mark.
Schweyen said the return of the
experienced leader helped boost
other teammates as well, but says
Hall still hasn’t reached peak physical condition.
“I think coming out and not
competing for a year certainly makes a difference,” he said.
“You’re all hyped-up and ready to
compete.”
Other impressive early season
performances from the women

kiosk

KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS

and three writing samples to
jobs@rmef.org.		
Visitor Center Student Assistant:
The Rocky Mountain Elk
Foundation, a hunter based
non-profit wildlife habitat
conservation organization seeks
an outgoing student for part time
work, 15-25 hours per week,
including mandatory weekends.
$8.00 per hour. Excellent
customer service, communication,
& computer skills required.
Retail exp. and passion for
conservation preferred. Email
cover letter & resume to jobs@
rmef.org. Closes 4/20.
Need summer work in Missoula?
The Shipping Depot has an
immediate opening for a front-line
Customer Service specialist. This
is an exciting retail environment,
challenging work with lots of

variety, and constant customer
contact. We reward initiative
and creativity and promote from
within. No experience necessary,
paid training provided. Flexible
scheduling, competitive pay,
full or part-time, Saturdays
required. APPLY IN PERSON
at The Shipping Depot, 2120
S. Reserve, by Rosauer’s,
or at 1001 E. Broadway, by
Albertson’s Eastgate.
Parks & Recreation Seasonal
Positions: Aquatics, Recreation.
Applications, descriptions,
deadlines at www.ci.missoula.
mt.us/jobs or Currents
Aquatics Center, 600 Cregg,
McCormick Park. Lifeguarding
classes start 4/8 & 5/6.
www.missoulaparks.org
Wildland Firefighters needed
- many positions available.

have been in the javelin, where Montana boasts five athletes heading to
the conference championships.
Among those competing at
UNLV for the Grizzly men is junior
Austin Emry, who will compete in
his first decathlon since last spring.
After a standout indoor track season
that featured the Homedale, Idaho,
native qualify for NCAA Nationals,
Emry kicked off his 2013 outdoor
season by going over 7-feet in the
high jump along with sophomore
teammate Lee Hardt.
For the men, the sophomore
class is already showing its worth,
earning six conference championship qualifications.
Sophomores Dylan Hambright
and Hardt each hit conference-qualifying marks in two events, with
Hambright earning spots in the 200

RATES
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.50 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$1.40 per 5-word line/day

For training information
please call 406-273-6111
or refer to our website
A1.fireservices.com
HOTEL
Friends or Family Visiting?
Stay with StoneCreek Lodge!
Call 406.541.3600. Missoula's
FINEST Hotel! Visit:
www.StoneCreekLodgeMT.com
PERSONALS
Pleasurable Possibility #7: Try
Indian food at Sean Kelly's.
SELF STORAGE
Call Today! 406-541-4645
All Star Self Storage New
Facility & No Deposit.
SERVICES
Cheap Charley's Mini Storage,
Griz Discount: Option 1) Full
month free with 3 months up
front. Option 2) 5% Griz Discount
off regular price with Free sign

and 400 meter sprints, and Hardt
in the high jump and triple jump.
Other qualified sophomores include Brandon Forson in the discus
and Jacob Leininger in the 110-meter-hurdles.
“They’ve always had the potential and it’s nice to see that they’re
starting to realize what they can do,”
said Emry of the underclassmen. “I
think that first meet really brought
to light the men’s team as a whole
and what everyone is capable of.”
austin.schempp@umontana.edu
@AustinSchempp

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week.
Prepayment is required. Ads may be
placed at DAH 207 or via FAX: 2435475, email: ads@montanakaimin.com
or call 243-6541.
Lost and found ads may be placed in
the Kiosk free of charge. They can be 3
lines long and run for 3 days.

up fee! Student discount for truck
rental. (406) 721-7277
Reliable PC/laptop repair.
Voted best of Missoula 2012.
Student discounts! 136 E
Broadway Computer Central
542-6540.		
ADD/ADHD + college = chaos?
How to improve focus with
natural therapies. Community
conversation on ADD/
ADHD. Tuesday 4/16 at 7 PM,
Missoula Public Library.
MISCELLANEOUS
School of Extended &
Lifelong Learning: Register
for Summer 2013 Semester - 4
day weeks, 3 day weekends!
Visit umt.edu/summer for a
chance to win a $500 summer
semester scholarship!
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